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To develop energy storage devices with enhanced capacity, specific energy or improved 
cycle life, insights in the fundamental transport and transformation processes on an 
atomic scale are mandatory. For that purpose, nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR) and 
electron paramagnetic resonance (EPR) spectroscopy provide sensitive methods to 
study Li-diffusion, characterize the impact of aliovalent doping on the defect chemistry in 
Li-ion batteries and contribute to the understanding of working mechanism of the 
oxygen-reduction electrocatalyst in metal-air batteries. However, owing the reactive 
environment in a battery, the standard techniques of magnetic resonance need to be 
modified towards ‘in-situ’ and ‘in-operando’ setups. It will be discussed how advanced 
magnetic resonance experiments can aid in gathering insights into fundamental reaction 
mechanisms during battery operation and battery degradation. 
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